Hello!

I am sending this email in support of C&H Hog Farm being granted a Reg 5 Permit. As a dairy farmer, an Arkansas resident, and a consumer it is so important to know that there is safely raised, affordable, quality food on the store shelves. I know that the heart and dedication we, as well as the C&H family, is not only to making a profit but to our consumers and the land the Lord allows us to farm.

Knowing that this family is several generations invested in their area makes me confident in their desire to protect the environment as well as feed the world.

The monitoring of their top of the line facility has shown that they have went above and beyond what is necessary to protect a gem such as the Buffalo River. Please do not allow groups of people that have little understanding of farming practices, the science backing this facility, or the love that farmers possess for their land be the resounding voice. The bullying, along with the misinformation and blatant lies being spread about C&H Farms is nauseating and infuriating.

Please allow this family to continue their passion and help feed the world by granting them a Reg 5 Permit.

Thank You

Cassie Davis